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Transistors are key elements of electronic circuits as they enable, for example, the isolation or
amplification of voltage signals. While conventional transistors are point-type (lumped-element) devices,
it may be interesting to realize a distributed transistor-type optical response in a bulk material. Here, we show
that low-symmetry two-dimensional metallic systems may be the ideal solution to implement such a
distributed-transistor response. To this end, we use the semiclassical Boltzmann equation approach to
characterize the optical conductivity of a two-dimensional material under a static electric bias. Similar to the
nonlinear Hall effect, the linear electro-optic (EO) response depends on the Berry curvature dipole and can
lead to nonreciprocal optical interactions. Most interestingly, our analysis uncovers a novel non-Hermitian
linear EO effect that can lead to optical gain and to a distributed transistor response. We study a possible
realization based on strained bilayer graphene. Our analysis reveals that the optical gain for incident light
transmitted through the biased system depends on the light polarization, and can be quite large, especially for
multilayer configurations.
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Lorentz’s reciprocity is at the origin of the bidirectional
nature of conventional photonic devices, limiting the ways
that electromagnetic signals can be manipulated [1]. To
bypass this limitation and produce a nonreciprocal electro-
magnetic response, it is necessary to apply a suitable bias
to the system [2,3]. This can be achieved by breaking
time-reversal symmetry [4], traditionally through mag-
neto-optical effects [5–7], but more recently also with time
modulations [8–12] and with current injection [13–18].
Alternatively, nonreciprocity can also be engineered using
nonlinear materials that are dynamically biased by the
incoming wave [19–26].
The field of nanophotonics has been ignited by two-

dimensional (2D) materials and their unique optical proper-
ties [27,28]. They are promising candidates for the use in
nonreciprocal devices. For instance, drifting electrons can
break the spectral symmetry of graphene plasmons and
lead to unidirectional wave propagation [13–18]. Novel
2D magnets can also generate sizable magneto–optical
effects [6,29,30], and several 2D materials can enhance
nonlinear properties in a wide spectral range [31–40].
Systems with gain can also provide peculiar nonreciprocal

responses [41,42]. In particular, it was recently suggested
that the operation of a transistor can be imitated by an
hypothetical bulk nonlinear metamaterial, e.g., formed by an
array of discrete transistors [41]. A transistor-metamaterial
may enable unique and exotic nonreciprocal and non-
Hermitian optical effects [41]. It is thus natural to wonder
if the transistor-type response can be engineered in a

naturally available material. Here we theoretically demon-
strate that nonlinear 2D materials may be the ideal platforms
to implement the distributed transistor response. Our analy-
sis, based on the semiclassical Boltzmann transport theory,
shows that the Berry curvature dipole (BD) [31,37,43] and
unfilled electronic bands are the keys to unlock the gainy and
nonreciprocal effects.
We apply our formalism to graphene moiré superlattices,

which present very large BD [35,44] and giant second-
order nonlinear transport [45]. We find that when the 2D
material is illuminated by a normally incident electromag-
netic wave under a lateral electric bias, the “transistor-
mechanism” can produce considerable optical gain, which
depends on the light polarization. We discuss how the
optical gain is influenced by the polarization of the incident
wave, the Fermi energy, and the bias.
To begin with, we establish the relation between the linear

electro-optic effect and the Berry curvature dipole in 2D
metals. Let us assume that the 2D material is biased with an
in plane static field E0. For weak dynamic field variations
Eω around the biasing point EðtÞ ¼ E0 þEωe−iωt, the
response is linear in both Eω and E0. Semiclassically, the
current density is determined by J ¼ −ðe=AÞPk fkvk,
where fk is the electron distribution function and A is
the material area. The band velocity is vk ¼ v0k þ vBk ¼
ð1=ℏÞð∂εk=∂kÞ þ ðe=ℏÞΩk ×E, with vBk being the anoma-
lous velocity contribution determined by the Berry curvature
Ωk. The term vBk may be nontrivial in 2D materials with a
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broken inversion symmetry. The current density is found
by solving the Boltzmann transport equation (see the
Supplemental Material [46] for the details).
The resulting J can be separated into ac and dc contribu-

tions J ¼ J0 þ Jωe−iωt, where the dc part J0 is just the linear
response to the dc field. We assume that the unperturbed
Hamiltonian of the 2D material is time-reversal invariant.
It is found that the optical response is given by the
usual Drude-like linear response term (not shown) plus
two additional terms arises from the anomalous velocity,
which are linear in both the static and dynamic fields. This
second order contribution is known as the linear electro-optic
(EO) response and can be written as Jeo ¼ JeoH þ JeoNH.
The structure of Jeo is pinned down by the anomalous
velocity of the Bloch electrons: JeoH ¼ −ðe3τ=ℏ2ÞðD ·E0Þ
ðẑ ×EωÞ ¼ σ̄eoH ·Eω and JeoNH ¼ −½ðe3τ=ℏ2Þ=ð1 − iωτÞ�
ðẑ ×E0ÞðD · EωÞ ¼ σ̄eoNHðωÞ ·Eω, where D is the Berry
curvature dipole with components Da ¼

R ðd2k=ð2πÞ2Þ
Ωz

kð∂f0k=∂kaÞ. In the above, σ̄eoH and σ̄eoNHðωÞ are linearized
optical conductivities that determine the electro-optic
response. Thus, JeoðωÞ ¼ σ̄eo ·Eω, gives the piece of the
dynamic current density induced by E0. The optical con-
ductivity gains an extra term σ̄eo ¼ σ̄eoH þ σ̄eoNH, due to the
nonlinear interactions between E0 and Eω.
As expected, the linear EO effect depends on the

symmetry of the solid, and it may be nontrivial when the
inversion symmetry is broken. σ̄eo has two qualitatively
different contributions. σ̄eoH can be linked to an optical Hall
effect [58] and is associated with a gyrotropic and
conservative interaction [59]. On the other hand, σ̄eoNH yields
a nonconservative and frequency dependent optical con-
ductivity. Remarkably, σ̄eoNH can describe a process in which
the optical field extracts energy from the dc field, analogous
to a distributed transistor. Indeed, the sign of the quadratic
form pdis;EO ¼ 1

2
RefJeo ·Eω;�g ¼ 1

2
RefEω;� · σ̄eoNH ·Eωg that

determines the power transferred from the optical field to
the material (dissipated power) due to the electro-optic
effect is typically unconstrained; in particular, it can be
negative, which corresponds to optical gain. Similar to a
MOSFET transistor, the optical gain arises due to the
interactions between the dc current induced by the
static field and the optical field. In the Supplemental
Material [46], we develop further the analogy with the
transistor response.
Low-symmetry 2D materials can present strong optical

nonlinearities [40], being ideal platforms to observe a natural
distributed-transistor response. To maximize the effect, a
large BD is desirable. The BD depends on the product of the
Berry curvature and on the distribution function derivative.
Thus, the most promising candidates for large BDs are
systems with narrow gaps, obtained by nanopatterning 2D
materials [60] or in twisted bilayers [35,44]. These systems
can concentrate the band velocity and Berry curvature at the

vicinity of very localized Dirac cones, increasing the
BD [35].
Let us first consider a generic 2D metal so that at low

frequencies the longitudinal optical conductivity is domi-
nated by the Drude’s contribution σð1ÞðωÞ ¼ σDðEFÞ=
ðγ − iωÞ with γ ¼ 1=τ the scattering rate. For Dirac
fermions, σDðEFÞ ¼ σ0ωF where σ0 ¼ 2e2=h and ωF ¼
EF=ℏ. The Drude contribution is combined with the
electro-optic conductivity σ̄eo. The nonconservative piece
of the conductivity (σ̄eoNH) is responsible for the non-
Hermitian EO effect. It is proportional to the tensor product
of the real-valued vectors ẑ × E0 and D. The optical gain is
maximized for high frequencies when these two vectors are
orthogonal so that the tensor σ̄eoNH is traceless. Thus, ideally
E0 should be parallel to D. In the following, it is assumed
that both E0 andD are along the y direction. In such a case,
σ̄ðωÞ is written as the sum of (i) a frequency dependent part
determined by both the first order optical conductivity
σð1ÞðωÞ and by the non-Hermitian contribution σ̄eoNHðωÞ
with (ii) a frequency independent part determined by σ̄eoH :

σ̄ðωÞ ¼ σ0
γ − iω

�
ωF ξ

0 ωF

�
−
σ0
γ

�
0 −ξ
ξ 0

�
: ð1Þ

In the above, ξ ¼ πeDyE0
y=ℏ is a parameter with units of

frequency, and its sign is determined by the sign of E0
y. It

should be noted that we use σð1Þxx ðωÞ ¼ σð1Þyy ðωÞ, while the
linear optical conductivity in low symmetry 2D materials is
typically anisotropic. The physical mechanisms that control
the optical gain depend weakly on the anisotropy, which is
ignored here for simplicity.
The non-Hermitian linear EO contribution to the power

(per unit of area) transferred from the optical field to the
material is pdis;EO ¼ 1

2
σ0ξ=ðγ2 þ ω2ÞRefðγ þ iωÞE�

xEyg.
Its sign is unconstrained and depends mainly on the relative
phase of Ex and Ey. Because of the σ̄eoNH piece, an Eω

y field
can induce a current component jωx , whereas Eω

x does not
induce any current. Thus, if jωx (which is determined only by
Eω
y ) oscillates in phase (antiphase) with respect to Eω

x , the
electrons are accelerated (decelerated) along the x direction,
leading to dissipation (gain) in each oscillation cycle [46].
When pdis;EO dominates, the overall material response may
be “gainy” analogous to a conventional transistor amplifier.
It should be underlined that the gainy response can be
unlocked only for metallic systems, i.e., with unfilled
electronic bands. In such a case, E0 induces a drift current
which drives the system to a nonequilibrium steady state.
Without a drift current, it would be impossible to extract
energy from the static voltage generator and have optical
gain, in agreement with the Kleinman symmetry [61,62].
To study the impact of the electric bias, next we consider

that the 2D material is illuminated by an electromagnetic
wave that propagates along the þz (normal) direction
[see Fig. 1(a) for a setup with several stacked monolayers].
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The material is surrounded by a vacuum and is biased with a
static electric field oriented along y. The transverse compo-
nents of the reflected and transmitted waves are related
to transverse components of the incident field Einc as
Er ¼ ρ̄ ·Einc and Et ¼ t̄ ·Einc, where ρ̄ and t̄ are 2 × 2

reflection and transmission matrices [46]. The transmittance
T ¼ jEtj2=jEincj2 and the reflectance R ¼ jErj2=jEincj2
can be expressed in terms of the reflection and transmission
matrices [46].
First, we consider a circularly polarized incident wave so

that Einc ¼ E0ðx̂� iŷÞÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
for right (left)-handed circular

polarization RCP (LCP). Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the
absorptance (A ¼ 1 − R − T) and transmittance of the
biased 2D material as a function of the frequency f for
different values of ξ=ωF. Having in mind 2D materials with
minibands formed by either twisted bilayers or nanopattern-
ing, we consider in the simulations ωF=ð2πÞ ∼ 0.24 THz,
corresponding to Dirac fermions with ωF ¼ EF=ℏ, with a
Fermi energy EF ¼ 1 meV.
For ξ ¼ 0, the absorptance for the RCP and LCP

polarizations, ARCP and ALCP respectively, is the same
because the conductivity is isotropic. For large values of ξ,
the distributed-transistor response originates optical
dichroism and optical gain. The source-drain bias in 2D
materials can lead to in plane electric fields on the order of
0.2–1 V=μm [63] for samples in the micrometer scale. Dy

can reach values on the order of 40 nm for graphene

twisted bilayers [35,44] and 150 nm for twisted WTe2
bilayers [35]; thus, it is in principle realistic to consider
0 < ξ=ωF < 20 for ωF=ð2πÞ ∼ 0.24 THz. Figure 1(b)
shows that in the conservative interval ξ=ωF ≤ 10, there
is a sizable optical gain in the terahertz range. Specifically,
for RCP waves an increase of ξ diminishes ARCP and may
lead to a negative absorption (i.e., gain). Quite differently,
for LCP waves ALCP increases with ξ. By reversing the sign
of ξ, which implies reversing E0

y, the role of the two
polarizations is interchanged (moreover, flipping the direc-
tion of arrival of the incoming wave leads to the same
effect). The optical dichroism can be attributed to both the
gyrotropic and non-Hermitian parts of the electro-optic
conductivity.
Analogous to a lumped transistor, the optical gain is due

to the energy extracted from the drifting electrons through
the nonlinear response of the medium. It has a very
different physical origin than the nonreciprocity and gain
provided by current injection [13–18,64,65], which is
rooted in the Doppler effect [15,16] and on a negative
Landau damping effect [64,65] and requires an ultrahigh
mobility.
The transmittance for RCP incident waves may exceed

unity (TRCP > 1) over a relatively wide frequency interval
[Fig. 1(c)]. In contrast, TLCP decreases with ξ and is always
less than unity (TLCP < 1). T does not exhibit a monotonic
behavior with ξ [i.e., larger values of ξ do not necessarily
imply a larger transmittance; see the green and red solid
curves in Fig. 1(c)]. In fact, part of the energy extracted
from the 2D material is coupled to the reflected wave, and
thereby a negative absorptance does not imply TRCP >
1 [46].
The polarization of the incoming wave is modified by E0

y.
Figure 1(d) depicts the polarization curve of the transmitted
waves for incident RCP (blue solid lines) and LCP (red dot-
dashed lines) waves for different ω. For very low frequen-
cies, when the electro-optic response is dominated by
Refσ̄eog, the polarization is noticeably changed by the
material. The transmitted waves for the RCP and LCP
incident waves have elliptical polarization with the princi-
pal axes of the ellipse parallel to �x̂þ ŷ. The eccentricity
of the polarization curves depends on the strength of ξ. For
intermediate frequencies, the electro-optic conductivity is
ruled by Imfσ̄eog. Even though the polarization curves of
the transmitted waves for incident RCP and LCP waves are
different, both remain approximately circular.
By tailoring the polarization of the incident wave, one

can further maximize T. The transmittance is described by
the 2 × 2 positive definite and Hermitian matrix T̄ [46], and
it is bounded by the eigenvalues ðTmin; TmaxÞ of T̄:
Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax. The corresponding eigenvectors Et

eig;i

with i ¼ fmax;ming form an orthogonal basis and deter-
mine the “optimal” Tmax and the “worst” Tmin polarizations
of the incoming wave.
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FIG. 1. (a) A 2D material modeled by Eq. (1) is illuminated by
an electromagnetic wave (normal incidence). The transmittance
depends on the incident wave’s handedness. (b) Absorptance and
(c) transmittance as a function of the frequency for incident RCP
(solid) and LCP (dashed) waves. (i) ξ ¼ 0; (ii) ξ ¼ ωF;
(iii) ξ ¼ 5ωF; (iv) ξ ¼ 10ωF. For ξ ¼ 0, the absorptance (trans-
mittance) is polarization independent, and the solid and dashed
blue curves are coincident in both panels. (d) Polarization curves
of the transmitted wave for an incident RCP (blue solid lines)
and LCP (red dot-dashed lines) wave for different frequencies
and ξ=ωF ¼ 10. In the panels (b)–(d) ωF=ð2πÞ ≃ 0.24 THz
(ωF ¼ EF=ℏ with EF ¼ 1 meV), γ ¼ 1 × 1012 rad=s, ϵr1 ¼
ϵr2 ¼ 1.
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Figure 2(a) depicts the polarization curves of the incident
waves for Tmax (solid lines) and Tmin (dashed lines). In
general, the states that maximize or minimize T are
elliptically polarized. The polarization states that yield T ¼
Tmax and T ¼ Tmin are rotated by 90°. For low frequencies,
T ¼ Tmax corresponds to an incident wave that is almost
linearly polarized with an orientation of 135° with respect
to theþx axis. If γ is higher, the peak of the real part of σ̄eoNH
broadens. This increases the eccentricity of the polarization
curve that yields T ¼ Tmax. For larger frequencies, the
eccentricity decreases and the optimal polarization tends
to RCP.
The optimal polarization can be understood by analyzing

the gain due to the electro-optic response −pdis;EO [46]. For
low frequencies and a constant jEj, the gain is maximized
(negative dissipation) when Ex and Ey have the same
amplitude and are in opposition of phase (linear polariza-
tion). On the other hand, for large frequencies the gain is
maximized when Ex and Ey have the same amplitude and
are in quadrature (circular polarization).
Figure 2(b) compares T ¼ Tmax with TRCP and T for a

linearly polarized wave (T linear) with Einc ¼ E0ð−x̂þ ŷÞ=ffiffiffi
2

p
. The state with optimal polarization provides consid-

erably more optical gain than the RCP state in the low
frequency regime, especially for a large ξ=ωF. On the other
hand, T linear approaches Tmax in the limit ω → 0, which is
consistent with Fig. 2(a). However, for intermediate
frequencies, T linear is strongly reduced. Figure 2(d) shows
T linear as a function of the orientation of the electric field
vector, and confirms that the optimal orientation corre-
sponds to φ ¼ 135°.
In general, lower γ leads to stronger gain due to the larger

mobility of electrons [compare Fig. 2(b) with Fig. 2(c),
which was calculated with a scattering rate 10 times larger].
Less intuitive, a sufficiently small γ also suppresses the
optical gain. This nonmonotonic behavior is due to an
impedance mismatch effect that repels the electric field
lines away from the surface of the 2D material and
suppresses the gain [46]. The impedance mismatch stems

from the singular behavior of σ̄eoH in the γ → 0þ limit. In
principle one may counteract undesired effects of a large
scattering rate with some optimization of the Berry curva-
ture dipole [i.e., using a larger ξ=ωF; see Fig. 2(c)].
Furthermore, we show in the Supplemental Material [46]
that the optical gain can be boosted by stacking several
layers of the 2D material.
Next, we analyze the possibility of observing the

distributed-transistor response in twisted bilayer graphene
(TBG). Strain can be used to tune the BD in 2D materials
[60,66–69], and deformations of 0.1–0.5% have been
measured with STM in TBG [70–72]. Consequently,
TBG encapsulated in h-BN naturally presents a broken
inversion symmetry [73,74] and heterostrain [70–72],
which also breaks the C3 symmetry. Both effects reduce
the symmetry of the TBG and allow a Berry curvature
dipole. The combination of uniaxial strain and minigaps in
TBG leads to extremely large BDs that can reach values of
102 nm [35,44,69].
We follow a standard approach to obtain the BD and

σ̄ðωÞ of strained TBG for strain in the range of 0.1% <
ϵ < 0.3% [35,44]. We model the heterostructure with a
low-energy continuum Hamiltonian consisting of two
Dirac terms for the graphene layers and a tunneling term
for the hopping between layers [75]. The key ingredients to
observe optical gain are a large BD and small longitudinal
conductivity, such that the off-diagonal terms of σ̄ðωÞ
dominate the optical response. This can be achieved with
twist angles on the order of 1.25°. For these angles, the
maximum value of the BD occurs near the bottom of the
first conduction moiré band, where the longitudinal con-
ductivity is small [46].
Figure 3(a) depicts Tmax, TRCP, and T linear for electri-

cally biased TBG as a function of the frequency for E0
y ¼

0.8 V=μm, γ ¼ 2 × 1012 rad=s, and two different values of
EF, (i) EF ¼ −2.5 meV and (ii) EF ¼ −1.8 meV. The 2D
material can provide considerable gain over a wide range
of frequencies. As in the previous analysis, for low

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 2. (a) Polarization curves for the incident waves that maximize (solid lines) or minimize (dashed lines) the transmittance for
(a) (i) ξ ¼ 0þ and f ¼ 0.01 THz; (ii)–(iv) ξ ¼ 10ωF and (ii) f ¼ 0.01 THz, (iii) f ¼ 0.3 THz, and (iv) f ¼ 3 THz. (b)–(c) Transmittance
as a function of the frequency for an incident wave with optimal polarization (T ¼ Tmax) (solid lines), RCP polarization (dashed lines), and
linear polarization T ¼ T linear with Einc ¼ E0ð−x̂þ ŷÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

(dot-dashed lines). (b) γ ¼ 1 × 1012 rad=s and (i) ξ ¼ 5ωF, (ii) ξ ¼ 10ωF.
(c) γ ¼ 10 × 1012 rad=s and (i) ξ ¼ 5ωF, (ii) ξ ¼ 10ωF, (iii) ξ ¼ 20ωF. (d) Transmittance as a function of the angle φ for
Einc ¼ E0ðcosφx̂þ sinφŷÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

, γ ¼ 10 × 1012 rad=s and for f ¼ 0.3 THz (solid lines) and f ¼ 3 THz (dashed line),
(i) ξ ¼ 10ωF, (ii) ξ ¼ 20ωF. The value of ωF is the same as in Fig. 1 for all the panels.
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frequencies the optimal polarization is linear, whereas for
high frequencies the optimal polarization becomes circu-
lar. T depends significantly on EF, due to the reasons
discussed next.
The value of EF affects the optical gain through changes

inDy and in the longitudinal conductivity. The Berry dipole
is strongly dependent on EF in TBG [60,67–69]. We show
in the Supplemental Material [46] that Dy is a nonmono-
tonical function of EF. On the other hand, EF also controls
the longitudinal conductivity which should be kept as small
as possible to maximize ξ=ωF. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b),
values of EF near the bottom of the conduction band
(EF ≃ −2.5 meV) provide a good compromise between a
large Dy and a small longitudinal conductivity. The
negative absorptance is maximized for EF ¼ −1.8 meV
where the BD has contributions from both electron and hole
pockets [46].
In an experiment, it may be easier to detect the active

response in terms of positive and negative variations of
the absorption. Figure 3(c) shows how the absorptance
varies with E0

y. The material exhibits a “gainy” response
for a wide range of values of the bias. The change in the
sign of the absorptance with the sign of E0

y and its
sensitivity to the handedness of the wave polarization
are the “smoking gun” signatures of the transistorlike
optical response.
In summary, our analysis reveals that biased 2D metals

with a large Berry curvature dipole may behave as “dis-
tributed transistors” with a strongly nonreciprocal and non-
Hermitian optical response. This non-Hermitian EO effect
arises due to the interplay of the drift current induced by the
static bias and material nonlinearities. To illustrate these
unique properties, we characterized the absorptance and
transmittance of the biased 2D material under plane wave
illumination. The optical response can be either gainy or
lossy depending on the handedness of the field polarization,
the direction of the wave propagation, and the orientation of
the static bias. This provides flexibility to design new
tunable and active devices with the gain controlled by

the polarization of the wave. Finally, we identified graphene
moiré supperlattices as promising platforms to observe the
transistorlike electro-optic effect.
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